Inspirations and Anecdotes

From time spent in Karnataka
Have you ever tried to keep a travel journal? My efforts are a bit like my endeavours to
keep a diary - fine for the first few weeks, then the entries become smaller, finally just brief
notes and then non-existent. I wish I could be like one of my companions on my first visit to
India. As I turned out my reading light she would be sitting up, under the mosquito net,
head-torch on, writing down all the adventures of our day, of which there were many.
Despite packing the most useful notebooks, including one that had pockets for “bits and
pieces”, where I stashed train tickets and tiny bits of paper the children had written their
names and villages on, they remain mostly empty.
The strange thing about trips to India, or indeed anywhere exotic to us, is that so much can
be remembered in detail. If I wish to take a stroll back through a village or relive time spent
with the school-children I find that it comes back to me like a detailed, technicolour dream.
So although I may only have the scantest of notes, I have many vivid memories that I would
like to share with you. Over the next month, a collection of anecdotes in four parts gathered
from my experience of Indian life will be sent to sponsor-parents and put on the website. I
hope they may amuse and inspire you. If by chance they make you feel more curious
about the charity and the work of Pannur and Manvi Mission, and moved to find out more,
please visit either in cyberspace - www.supportingdalitchildren or in the real world!

****************
I feel incredibly privileged to have had the opportunity to visit India regularly. Over the past
five trips I have tried to improve my understanding of the culture of India, hoping to progress
from a stranger’s naïve viewpoint to that of a more involved, educated and understanding
friend. There is no denying the culture shock of visiting this land – shot across the skies,
transported by overnight bus or train - across the state of Karnataka – arriving at Manvi, a
bustling market town with a mix of people of race, religion and caste, potentially an
unnerving experience. Once at the school, however, a warm greeting is calming and
settling.

I try not to bring my own experience of
western life to my perception of the
east. Here a life lived day by day,
literally hand to mouth can be
witnessed in the remote rural villages.
All the home comforts we take for
granted - the hot shower, dishwasher,
fast food, on-demand entertainment,
are just the norm for us – and when
one fails – my personal bug-bear is
when the wi-fi lets me down – it’s
treated as a major disaster. Hearing
the modern phrase “first world
problem” uttered then brings things
back into perspective. My thoughts
return to times spent meeting
women who run their families with
no electricity or running water, cooking the family meals
over sticks after a 10-hour day toiling in the fields for the equivalent of a pound.
They will endure many hardships to send their children to school in the hope of an
education they did not achieve.
Does a visit to Manvi ensure a change of character? Yes and no – I just can’t escape my
western upbringing and the doctrine of consumerism - we are encouraged to buy to employ
those who produce it - and so the world turns. And those benefiting from immense change
in India are enjoying the effects of materialism. Not all are poor or mystic. It can,
however, shift or at
least nudge one’s perception of the
world – making you feel like an
even smaller cog in an even larger
wheel.
It can also reveal a
determination to help a child up
against the accident of birth that
could condemn them to illiteracy
and a life working for a pittance to
achieve a different way of life and
be freed from the disappointment
and discrimination of the past.

Planes, Trains and Tuk Tuks
If you visit India try at least once to travel on an overnight train. Having travelled on the
overnight bus, in comparison I would say I prefer the train for the option to eat biryani and
drink chai in comfort and the safety of the loo visits! Nothing can compare - just a couple of
interesting moments where my comfort zone retreated were, firstly, when on a three tier

bunk, me sandwiched in the middle, and Rosemary, a fellow sponsor-parent visiting the
school, just woken up on the bed beneath me, I
looked down to say good morning and noticed
that one of the supporting chains keeping me
up had got loose in the night! I pointed this out
to Rosemary who, to avoid getting squashed,
tried propping it up whilst I heaved with all my
might to get the hook back in the slot! It was a
struggle but it finally worked.
I decided
against a lie in and we put the bunks up rather
quickly.
The second incident was when we were
alighting at Contonment Station in Bangalore.
Our large cases were lined up at the door,
and I was ready to open it and jump out. I
couldn't move in any direction thanks to the
bulky ruck-sack on my back. As we halted,
two young men opened the door and started
Preparing for a ni
pushing me back as they tried to get in! No
ght on the train
orderly “please let other passengers off
first!”
Ok - this called for a change of
character and I found myself giving as good as I got
and just shoving them back. As they backed off we clambered out.
There is always an adventure to be had on a tuk tuk - whether it’s cramming yourself in
beside someones wardrobe, dangling your feet off the back hoping your flip flops don’t fall
off or that it won’t break down - as our group experienced in Bangalore. We were heading
for a meal with Father Eric’s friend on the other side of town. He flagged down two vehicles
- and must have given instructions to our driver to “follow that tuk tuk”. We packed in, my
daughter Eleanor sitting on my lap. We both stopped at the front of the traffic at the red
light at what must be the biggest cross roads in Bangalore, multiple lanes of traffic on each
side. The light went green but Father Eric’s vehicle was going nowhere. What a time to
break down!
The traffic was going round us
making a din with their horns. I
saw a sandalled leg emerge from
the driver’s seat, from under his
long tunic.
No joy.
Next to
emerge was Father Eric's leg,
and they were both frantically
pushing the vehicle! I did think
that it would be our turn next
and we would all be pushing the
little tuk tuk across the six lane
highway. At last it started, not
before a worrying few minutes.
travel in India!
The best way to

A Day and a Half - Trump, May and the Disappearing Bank Notes
On our Emirates flight in November last year, my eldest daughter Katharine glanced at the
latest news headlines. There is usually nothing very relevant, but this time she pointed out
a news item that was hard to believe. “Prime Minister Modi has withdrawn all 500 (£6) and
1000 Rupee notes overnight with no notice”. Why? What would be the consequences?
Surely this would be the equivalent of all our five and ten pound notes becoming invalid.
What would happen to people’s life savings? How would India’s cash economy pay its
workers? And on a more personal note - what about the few notes we had bought with us were they useless? How could we get foreign exchange? After we collected our cases we
found that the Foreign Exchange Bureau was closed. The immediate effects were evident
as we continued on our journey - thankfully we did not immediately need cash as we had a
pre-arranged driver. The journey into the centre of Bangalore took about three times as long
- and an age to get through the tolls. It was an incredible sight - at one booth several cars
had stopped, the drivers out and arguing, and the police had been called to calm them
down and try to prevent fights breaking out.
We were in the middle of one big news story, but meanwhile another more global story was
unfolding. The brief accessibility of wifi at the airport had informed us that Hillary Clinton
and Donald Trump were neck and neck. As the journey was taking so long, Dinah kept in
touch by text with Veronica, another sponsor-parent on our trip. She had already arrived in
the city the previous day. Yes, it became more obvious that Hillary Clinton could not win.
President Trump!
A third major news event
was also underway - a
remarkably clean
Bangalore was not due to
a new anti-litter campaign
but a dressing-up for the
visit of Theresa May that
very day!
There were and still are
after-effects of the bank
note crisis.
When the
banks re-opened we saw
Queuing to change no
tes, Sirwar
very long queues in the
major town of Sirwar, and later
back in the city of Bangalore. We gave our redundant bank notes to Father Arun to change
and keep for the school. As the crisis wore on, it was obvious that it would take a long time
to rectify itself. Since our return I have read that there have been suicides over the lack of
money, saved for years, to pay dowries. The young girls’ marriage prospects are now nil.
Women who kept a little of their earnings from their alcoholic husbands have been beaten
when they have revealed their savings. The social workers have been helping villagers to
change their money. It is an on-going situation. Apparently the reason was to catch tax
evaders, however it has caused misery for many.

Part two to follow…..

